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SCANNING THE LANDSCAPE

In the fall of 2016, the Alberta Real Estate Foundation celebrated 25 years
of making a difference for the industry and Albertans. Since 1991, we have
awarded grants to over 537 worthwhile industry and community causes—
that’s more than $17.5 million dollars of support across the province.
Given the economic times in Alberta, the Foundation decided it was a good
time to check in with our stakeholders to see how they think we’re doing
and engage in a conversation about the state of our province. As such, we
chose “Scanning The Landscape” to be the theme of this year’s strategy as
we reflect on our current situation and look forward to future opportunities to
ensure the Foundation remains true to its mandate of funding initiatives and
research that make Alberta great.
In the spirit of “Scanning The Landscape”, we held two World Café styled
luncheons, one in Calgary and another in Edmonton. More than 100
stakeholders, including government, industry, and grantees, attended the
events where they were able to network and provide input.
Following the luncheons, 65 former and current grantees were invited
to participate in an on-line survey to give input on the Foundation’s
strategy and values, grant process and evaluation process as well as
communications. The findings from this survey, along with the notes from
the World Café luncheons, will help inform Foundation’s strategy and help it
become a more effective funder.
The following report pulls primarily from data collected from the survey.
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Methodology
The Foundation sent the Scanning The Landscape survey to 65 organisations that had received funding from AREF over the last 10
years. This was the first time the Foundation has invited our grantees to participate in a survey. It garnered a 58 per cent response
rate. Grantees answered only the questions that were applicable to their organisation. Charts do include N/A responses.

Our Strengths
DIVERSITY OF INVESTMENTS
Project funding is scattered across the province with only a
slight increase in concentration in major cities. Groups that
are funded vary from small to large. One of the Foundation’s
strengths is that it funds a diverse group of organisations.

HIGH RATINGS IN RESPECT AND APPROACHABILITY
The Foundation received high ratings in both respect and
approachability. The Foundation is therefore living up to the
organisation’s values and continues to achieve the goals set
out by the Board of Governors as part of the Foundation’s
strategy.

CATALYST AS A FIRST IN FUNDER AND ABILITY TO
LEVERAGE ADDITIONAL FUNDS
One of the Foundation’s unique attributes is the ability to
enable grantee recipients to leverage Foundation funds to
achieve their project goals, build capacity and receive funding
elsewhere. As a first-in funder, the Foundation’s leadership is
helping push projects forward.

MORE THAN A GRANT-MAKER
The Foundation has demonstrated that non-monetary support
goes above and beyond for the organisations we fund. By
providing additional communications support, helping foster
connections between grant recipients and the Real Estate
industry, and assisting grantees to expand their networks, the
Foundation continues to follow a venture philanthropy model
and be more than a grant-maker.

Opportunities for Improvement
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UNDERSTANDING GRANTEE
RECIPIENTS’ WORK

GRANTEES’ TIME IN PROPOSAL
PREPARATION

While still primarily positive, the
Foundation did receive less favourable
marks for our understanding and
knowledge of work our grantees are
doing. It is difficult for a small Foundation
to be experts in all areas where our
grantees operate, but we take a proactive
approach to learning and recognize this
as an area of improvement.

Most grantees spend a significant
amount of time preparing their proposal
for the Foundation. This could be
an opportunity to review potential
bottlenecks in the application process.
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CLARIFYING GRANT CATEGORIES
When asked to identify which of the
Foundation’s areas of interest their
work fell under, none of the grantees
identified as ‘Industry leadership’. Many
identified with the Foundation’s new area
of interest ‘Community Innovation.’ There
may be some overlap between these two
categories and we may need to clarify
them further.

Notable Themes and Key Findings
DIVERSITY

PROPOSAL AND REPORTING TIMING

It is clear that the Foundation is successful in funding a
diverse range of organisations and scale of projects in
different parts of the province. This makes the Foundation a
relevant funding option for all levels of community investment.

It was discovered that a vast majority of grantees spend
more than eight hours completing their grant proposal
for the Foundation. It might be prudent to identify what, if
any, aspects of the Foundation’s proposal process may
be unnecessarily time-consuming. Reporting seems to be
manageable with only nine of the 38 respondents spending
more than eight hours on reports. Only a few of the surveyed
grantees had completed the Foundation’s “Most Significant
Change” report but those who have say they enjoyed the
experience and it was worthwhile opportunity for reflection.

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE FOUNDATION
The most favourable responses in the survey dealt with the
Foundation’s overall relationship with the grantees. Grantees
feel respected and largely comfortable approaching the
Foundation with questions or changes to their project scope.
However, there were some respondents who felt AREF could
show more flexibility in letting grantees make changes during
the life of a grant.

COMMITMENT OF FUNDING
When asked about the timeline from when a grantee had
first approached the Foundation to submit a proposal to
a commitment of funding, almost all grantees received a
commitment within one grant cycle. This is a strong indicator
that the Foundation remains a nimble and efficient funder who
does not force grantees to wait a long period of time before
notifying them that funding has been approved or denied.

What’s Next?
The results of the survey and the discussion points from the two World Café luncheons, will be presented to the Foundation’s Board
of Governors to use as they develop new strategies in accordance with the themes identified. It was suggested the Foundation send
a similar survey to stakeholders within three years to evaluate progress on the key areas identified. The findings from this survey,
along with the notes from the World Café luncheons, will help inform Foundation’s strategy and help the Foundation become a more
effective funder.
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Grantees were asked, “What is one word that best describes the Alberta Real Estate
Foundation (AREF)?” The “word cloud” below is made up of the responses.

The colour and size of each word is stylistic and not indicative of its frequency. This image was produced using a free
tool available at www.tagxedo.com.
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Grantee Profile
Which best describes your organisation (Select one):
The majority of respondents classified themselves as community
centered organisations. These include non-profits, charities, and
community groups whose mandate is to make an impact at the
community level.
Answered: 38 Skipped: 0

1 1

Using the following map of Alberta, which geographical area
best describes where the majority of your work takes place.
Survey responses indicate that the Foundation primarily funds
province-wide initiatives. 61% of the Foundation’s funds went to
projects that focuses outside of Calgary and Edmonton.
Answered: 38 Skipped: 0

3

5
Academic Institution
Community Organisation
Government
Real Estate Industry

Province wide – All Alberta
Fort McMurray
Alberta West
Edmonton & Area
Central Alberta (Red Deer)
Calgary & Area
Lethbridge & Area
(includes Crowsnest)

16

10

2
31

5

What is your organisation’s operating budget for its most
recent fiscal year?
The Foundation funds a variety of different organisations, both big
and small. AREF’s grantee recipients over the last ten years have
had organisational budgets of less than $100k per fiscal year to
organisational budgets over $2.5 million per fiscal year.

Answered: 38 Skipped: 0

11

Indicate the most recent grant amount that was awarded
to your organisation by the Alberta Real Estate Foundation
(AREF).
This data indicates that the Foundation provides funding along a
spectrum of amounts. However, it appears the Foundation primary
provides funding in the $5000-$49,000 range. Only organisations
whom the Foundation has a long term relationship, along with a
significant project with great impact, would be considered for a
larger grant amount.

Answered: 38 Skipped: 0
10

50%

20%
10%
0%

1

1

1
N/A

3
1

$100K+

$2.5MM+

$500 - $1MM

$250K - $500K

0%

$100K - $250K

5%

$75K - $99K

4
3

13

30%

$50K - $74K

10%

40%

$25K - $49K

6

18

$5K - $24K

7

$1MM - $2.5MM

15%

8

Percentage of Responses

20%

Less than $5k

25%

Less than $100K

Percentage of Responses

30%
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Which of AREF’s areas of interest does your organisation
best fit?

Answered: 38 Skipped: 0
50%
Percentage of Responses

The Foundation’s Community Investment program is currently
divided into 5 areas of interest. In 1991, AREF funded its project
in the Education and Research area of interest. Over the years
AREF grew its reach to fund projects in three other important
areas – Housing, Land Stewardship + Environment, and Industry
Leadership. In 2016, Community Innovation was introduced as a
fifth area of interest.
Forty-two percent of respondents identified their organisation
to fit within the Land Stewardship and the Environment area of
interest. The remaining respondents were split fairly evenly amount
Community Innovation, Education & Research, or Housing. No
organisation identified as Industry Leadership. Interestingly,
21% respondents identified as Community Innovation yet the
Foundation classified only 10% of those surveyed to be in the
Community Innovation area of interest. This could indicate that the
new category, Community Innovation, fits well with organisations
in Alberta. It also poses the question as to why no organisation
identified with Industry Leadership? It could be worth clarifying or
refocusing the Industry Leadership area of interest.

40%

16

30%
20%

8

7

7

10%
0%
Community Innovation
Education and Research
Housing
Industry Leadership
Land Stewardship and Environment

Link to Foundation Strategy
Which of the following statements best describe the primary effect AREF funding had on your organisation’s projects or operations?
(select all that apply)
The Foundation appears to excel in being a “first-in-funder”, helping groups leverage funds, and assist organisations building capacity. Forty-three
percent of respondents claimed the Foundation was a “first-in-funder” and AREF funding was used to leverage additional funds. This echoes a
strong tradition of the Foundation to take the initial risk of funding, when warranted, in order to encourage additional funders to support a project
and help build capacity for innovative projects. Maintaining existing programs is an important consideration for the Foundation, with 20% of
respondents said AREF provided ongoing funding for existing projects. The majority, however, claimed AREF enhanced their organisations’
capacity to do new project work.
Note: The proportions do not add up to sample size due to the option to select multiple responses.

Answered: 37 Skipped: 1

16

16

8

26

9

AREF was the “first-in” funder on the project.
AREF funding was used to leverage additional funding for the project.
AREF funding maintained existing programs or project work.
AREF enhanced your organisation’s capacity for new project work.
AREF funding impacted public policy in your field.
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To what extent is AREF delivering on its commitment on
treating grantees with respect?

Answered: 37 Skipped: 1

One of the core values of the Foundation, identified when the
organisation was established in 1991, is to treat all stakeholders
with respect. AREF scored 6.5 out of 7 on its commitment to
respect, suggesting the Foundation is living up to its objective.

21

13

“AREF led in their commitment to our work, attendance of
events, and provided thoughtful suggestions for collaboration and
improvement to content. AREF was respectful of our organisations
goals and mandate while offering helpful insights to our work.”
“[AREF] has demonstrated long-term commitment, and the
eagerness and capacity to understand complex issues and to take
partnership beyond just funding.”

“Years of dealing with a diversity of funders provides the backdrop
to how AREF stands out.”

2

3

4

2
5

6

7
Leads in the Field in
Thinking and Practice

“Ongoing dialogue with AREF has been essential for project success
(notwithstanding bumps along the road).”

1
Not at All

“AREF does a good job corresponding with grantees to best
understand program needs, rather than making assumptions.”

1

Collaboration
How well does AREF understand the field in which you work?
Understanding the work of its grantee recipients is important when
funders make decisions. In this, the Foundation scored 5.3 out of
7. Although a positive number, there is room for growth, keeping in
mind that it is difficult to be an expert in all areas.
Answered: 36 Skipped: 2

“Conservation work is complex and the kind of funding (from most
foundations) to help provide capacity to do the necessary work is
often misunderstood. It is challenging to shape a funding proposal
focused on conservation that considers realtors.”
8
7

3
4

5

6

7
Expert in the Field

Limited Understanding
of the Field

3

“Staff are working hard to understand the “emerging” issues around
affordable housing in rural Alberta.”
“Conversations are always both constructive and probing, with
learning on both sides. AREF’s multiple partnerships and broad
understanding of issues definitely contribute to our overall
partnership.”

4

2

“As compared to other funders, AREF seems to be new to the field
of supporting environmental stewardship, however, they are not
limited by this.”
“AREF has a strong understanding of public legal education but
realizes that we are the experts.”

14

1

“AREF understands the challenges and opportunities of working with
Real Estate Professionals in general and helps us better work with
them on sustainable community issues in particular.”

“AREF has a high level of knowledge about water and Alberta’s
watersheds, especially in the Bow River Basin.”
“We work in a specialized climate change field - AREF is always
interested in learning more.”
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How would you rate your overall relationship with AREF?

Rate AREF on the following statements

Grantees reported a strongly positive relationship with the
Foundation. This survey demonstrated that on average grantees
rate their relationship with AREF as 6.6 of 7, suggesting that
grantees feel that AREF takes the time to cultivate and maintain
positive relationships.

The Foundation performed favourably in all of the outlined areas:

Answered: 36 Skipped: 2

Answered: 37 Skipped: 1

36
33

35
31

25

3
8
No

1

2

35

1

Maybe

Yes

2

3

4

5

Very Negative

1

6

7

AREF staff was responsive to grant application inquiry.

Very Positive

4

Detailed information on the funding process is available
on AREF’s website.

“One of the most engaged and interested funders we have worked
with, and particularly unique with respect to offering a variety of
opportunities to engage that are not strictly related to our project.”

10

AREF staff provided clarity on the grant process and timeline.
Governor feedback on the grant decision was
clearly communicated.
Your organisation is comfortable approaching AREF
if a problem arises.

“Our relationship with AFEF has been very positive and
collaborative. AREF helped expand our last project to include a
Sustainable Action Canmore booklet that has been highly popular
with Real Estate Professionals in the region.”

“Unlike many other grant applications, the AREF has a straight
forward process that is clear and concise and had staff available
to provided clarification when needed. The process was very
collaborative and engaging.”

“AREF continues to demonstrate their ability to be supportive and
engaged partners without being intrusive.”

“Information about AREF grants and the application process is readily
available online and through correspondence with AREF staff.”

“We have great communication with AREF staff. Expectations are
always very clear and out in the open.”
“I think the relationship provides value both ways, which is a great
way to continue building it over time.”

“The physical on-line application process was a bit challenging
with the limit on the number of attachments that could be uploaded
versus the number of additional documents required.”
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Foundation Grant Process
How much time did you spend preparing your last grant
proposal to AREF?
Over 75% of grantee recipients are spending over eight hours on
their grant proposal. While it could reflect an attention to detail
on part of the applicants, it could also reflect ambiguity or other
bottlenecks in the application process. It is recommended that
the Foundation look into this matter to determine whether any
inefficiencies are present.

Answered: 34 Skipped: 4

1-2 hours

1

3-4 hours

3

5-7 hours

5

8-9 hours

10

10+ hours

15

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Percentage of Responses

As you developed your grant proposal, how much pressure
did you feel to modify your organisation’s priorities in order to
create a grant proposal that was likely to receive funding?

Answered: 35 Skipped: 3

14
12

“it can be difficult to figure out a way to engage real estate
professionals.”

4
2

2

3

1
4

5

6

7
Not Pressured at all

Very Pressured

1

2

A large majority of grantee recipients did not feel pressure to
modify their proposal to meet Foundation objectives although,
there were a handful that felt strongly pressured to change their
proposal. It would be prudent for the Foundation to explore those
pressures and perhaps add clarity to funding requirements to help
mitigate this.

“We adjusted the scope to address AREF interests (e.g., housing),
but this actually improved the quality of the project overall.”
“Not really a case of pressure to modify, so much as understanding
that AREF has specific audiences and interests that, as with any
potential funder, need to be reflected in an application, but in our
case this has helped us to think more widely about outreach and
how it can serve our mutual needs.”
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How involved was AREF staff in the development of your
grant proposal?

How much time elapsed from the submission of the grant
proposal to a clear commitment of funding?

Data suggests that the Foundation’s staff involvement in the
development of a grant proposal varies for each organisation.
It is understandable that Foundation staff would be more
involved in some grant proposals than others. For instance, if the
organisations does not have a fund development professional
on staff, the Foundation may provide assistance in ensuring the
proposal meets AREF’s requirements.

Most grantees received a commitment for funds within one funding
cycle. Only one organisation mentioned that it took more than
one cycle to receive confirmation of funds. This could be due to
additional information or collaboration being required prior to the
proposal moving forward. One cycle typically takes three months.

Answered: 34 Skipped: 4
Answered: 35 Skipped: 3

8

4 weeks
13
6-8 weeks

22

9
9-12 weeks
5

12+ weeks

4

3

1

3
1
3

4

5

6

7
Very Involved

2

Not Involved at all

1

“We are quite familiar with the AREF grant process, but always get
great input to improve our grant proposals from AREF staff.”
“AREF provided sufficient information, but because the process is
relatively straightforward, not a lot of additional input was needed.”
“We discuss proposals in advance either by phone or in person and
are always able to follow up with questions in more guidance is felt
helpful.”
“An initial meeting before developing and submitting the grant
proposal was held to determine interest and alignment. Aside from
this meeting AREF was not too involved in the development of our
grant proposal.”

12
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0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Percentage of Responses

50%

60%

Foundation Grant Evaluation
How much time did you spend preparing your final report/
evaluation to AREF?

During the life of your grant, to what extent did AREF allow for
adjustments in your original proposal?

Reporting time appears more balanced than the amount of time
respondents spend on their proposal. However, there were still
nine grantees who spent more than eight hours on a report.

Generally the responses were very positive. The Foundation
tries to be flexible when it comes to changing circumstances
of a project. Nevertheless, six grant recipients surveyed gave
an unfavourable rating of three or under, indicating room for
improvement.

Answered: 34 Skipped: 4
Answered: 37 Skipped: 1
1-2 hours

5

3-4 hours

5

10

5-7 hours

9

8-9 hours

6
5

7

4
10+ hours

2

10%

15%

20%

25%

Percentage of Responses

30%

1
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
Leads in the Field in
Thinking and Practice

5%

Not at All

0%

Did you complete AREF’s “Most Significant Change” document as part of the closing of your grant?
Only five of the 38 respondents completed the Most Significant Change as part of their final reporting as they
closed their grant with the Foundation. This document is a fairly new process and worth monitoring in the
future. Those who completed it appreciated the process.
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Please indicate all types of non-monetary assistance, if any,
you received from staff or a third party paid for by AREF
associated with this funding. (select all that apply)
When asked about non-monetary assistance, it was disclosed
that the Foundation succeeds in connecting grantees to the Real
Estate industry and helping expand networks. Thirty-eight percent
of those surveyed received additional communications support
where the Foundation paid either for assistance in writing, graphic
design or printing. Twenty-fine percent attended a conference paid
for by AREF and 13% were assisted in leveraging funding by being
connected to other funding sources.
All this tends to indicate that AREF goes above and beyond as a
funder.
Note: The proportions do not add up to sample size due to the
option to select multiple responses.

Answered: 24 Skipped: 14

16

3

16

9

10

6

Linked to Real Estate industry and professionals.
Connected to additional funding sources.
Expanded networks – connected to organisations working
on similar work.
Provided additional communications support – writing,
graphic design and printing paid by for AREF.
Connected to Real Estate media and/or social media.
Staff from your organisation attended conferences and/or
training related to your project paid for by AREF.

Beyond providing more funding, what could AREF do to
support your organisation and projects?
When asked what additional supports the Foundation could
provide, those surveyed primarily requested the continuation of
the supports outlined in the question above. It was requested
that the Foundation continue to provide additional communication
support as well as the promotion and dissimilation of projects and
materials across Alberta. Finally, several recipients asked that the
Foundation continue to provide opportunities to connect with the
Real Estate Industry and other organisations who do similar work.

“I think providing non-monetary assistance is a great value-add
from AREF. Right now it is done somewhat ad-hoc during update
meetings (at least it seems ad-hoc, but could be carefully crafted by
Cheryl). I’m wondering if it might be helpful to go through a checklist
like the one above with grant recipients at certain points in a project
so it’s explicit that this type of support is available. This may help
grantees think more about how to make use what’s being offered.”
“Beyond funding, helping build relationships and networks would be
greatly valuable for organizations.”
“Continue to connect us with the Real Estate industry, professionals,
and other organisations doing similar work. Also, continue to inform
us of interesting events or conferences relevant to our work.”
“Host more multi-stakeholder events such as the September 2016
luncheon.”

14
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Communications
Are you linked to AREF’s Social Media? (select all that apply)
Twitter and Facebook are the most popular avenues to connect
with our grantees.

Looking up contact information and funding guidelines along with
the Foundation’s areas of interest were the primary reason those
surveyed would visit AREF’s website. Forty-one percent read
AREF’s blog. Twenty-three percent are downloading resources
from the Resource Library, where all the materials resulting from
AREF funds can be found.

Answered: 25 Skipped: 13

21

8

21

Which of the follow ways do you use the AREF website?
(select all that apply)

1

Note: The proportions do not add up to sample size due to the
option to select multiple responses.

Answered: 34 Skipped: 4
Twitter - @arefabca
LinkedIn - Alberta Real Estate Foundation
Facebook - Alberta Real Estate Foundation
YouTube - AREFABCA

27

33

22

14

8

Review areas of interest.
Review guidelines for funding.
Check contact information for AREF staff.
Read one of AREF’s blog posts.
Download a resource from the Resource Library.

“Find out about other projects.”

Describe any additional ideas or opportunities for AREF to
improve as a Foundation.
Twelve of the 38 grantees surveyed answered the open-ended
final question of the Scanning The Landscape survey. While most
took the opportunity to thank the Foundation for their work, there
were several additional comments on potential project ideas and
observations on the Foundation’s communications.

“Potential to collaborate amongst funders in Alberta to be strategic
and prioritize issues to support, similar to the Water Funders Group
in BC.”
“Times are tight for ENGO’s, especially smaller ones. Competition
is fierce and there are less dollars available. Building capacity in the
sector is important.”
“At times, communication was relatively poor. For example,
approval of the study’s findings took three weeks. That delayed
dissemination.”
“Please consider climate change project funding - most critical issue
facing us today.”

Scanning the Landscape - Survey 2016
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Community Investment History
Over the past five years there have been a total of 126 grant proposals: 18 were declined and 108 approved. That is an 85% approval rate for
grants. This high rate of approved proposals is likely due to the Foundation’s community investment process. All applicants must first have a
meeting with Foundation staff to discuss the project idea and its fit to the Foundation’s mandate and areas of interest. If staff feel the project is a
fit, the applicant will then be invited to apply in the Foundation’s next grant round. After the proposal is submitted to the Foundation, it will undergo
two stages of peer review, where additional information may be provide, prior to being presented to the Board of Governors. Proposals are typically
declined due to a lack of connection or benefit to the Real Estate Industry and its stakeholders.

Grants

18

108

Declined

Accepted

WORLD CAFÉ

On Wednesday, September 14th in Calgary at the Marriott Downtown Hotel, the Foundation celebrated 25 years of community investment and
community service to the industry and to Albertans. The celebration continued on Wednesday, October 5th in Edmonton, at the Fairmont Hotel
Macdonald.
In total, more than 110 Foundation stakeholders, including Board, staff, grantees, industry members and government, participated in a World Café
styled luncheon to discuss the state of our province.
A World Café is a format for leading group dialogue and knowledge sharing about important issues. Participants are given a question to discuss
with their tablemates. After the first conversation, people move to a new table to discuss the next question, taking their previous conversations with
them. This is repeated with every new question, weaving the various conversations together.

WHO WAS IN THE ROOM?

KEY THEMES:
“Sustainability” was mentioned 13 times.
“Innovation” was mentioned 17 times.

4%

“Diversification” was mentioned 29 times:

24%

• How can the industry help diversify existing property options?
31%

• AREF should foster industry diversification.
• AREF should support diversification of our energy system.
• Alberta, 10 years from now, will:
		 - Be a more creative, innovated and diverse province.
		 - Have an more diverse economy.
		 -	Have a better awareness of cultural diversity and First
Nations.

41%

Government
Industry

16

Community
AREF
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		 -	Have more affordability housing options - more units will
make for greater choice and diversity.

Question One
A CONVERSATION ABOUT OUR PROVINCE
Let’s scan the landscape of Alberta at this point in time. What interesting patterns and trends are happening right now? How are they playing out on
the ground? What are the challenges you are sensing? What opportunities are arising?
Below are the responses from the Calgary World Café – September 14th. All responses have been recorded verbatim.
• New opportunities to smooth Alberta’s economy – agriculture/
food, the cloud, tourism, “decarbonize” oil, alternative energy —
geothermal
• Family farms – financing; food is issues – social, urban, economic;
minimum wage – effect of small business, social equality; slowdown
– an opportunity to be proactive (not reactive)

• Less sprawl
• Lots of room for opportunity in Alberta. Just need the big ideas
funded by money already in Alberta
• Clear appetite for change. No longer status quo
• Financial fear of taking risk

• Albertans are focused on systemic change like never before

• Fear of change – what if we get it wrong

• There is greater cross-sectoral collaboration/problem solving

• Renewed interest in politics

• New political voices

• Climate change

• Reconciliation – what does this mean for natural lands, land use and
the urban environment?

• Resistant to change- can sometimes be a reaction for being told or
forced to comply -cannot see the benefits or feel threated by change

• More immigration but is the policy structure there to support it

• Not consulted so their opinion does not feel valued.

• Massive change in civil society

• Great postsecondary in Alberta

• Incredible time of opportunity now. Explore new ways of using
vacant space, help reinvest and reinvigorate ourselves

• Calgary has great talent pool

• Agriculture growing seasons and technology

• New government transition has been difficult for those used to the
past procedures and people are nervous

• Shift in economic focuses from oil and gas to an energy province

• Alberta needs to find new sources of revenue

• Polarization – urban vs. rural, energy vs. non-energy, oil and gas vs.
environment

• Technology sector

• Political and demographic shifts – more liberal, focus on
environment

• What has Denver achieved? Possible municipal model for Calgary

• The challenges Alberta is facing are part of a broader global energy
transition. The response will determine Alberta’s future.

• Holding old mind-set – business as usual

• Denmark seems to be self-reliant
• Collaborative spirit is strong

• Risks of climate change may be very significant – Alberta now has
very high insurance rate. Lead the transition to a greener economy/
more energy efficiency

• Challenge – green, change happening at such a rate that we may
not be leveraging opportunities, we are still resource driven

• Innovation

• Agricultural, tech, biopharma – doing well

• Water management issues

• Current government has not done anything to harm/help situation

• Changing goal posts and its ok

• Unemployed unskilled labour, self-limiting options based on wages

• Long term thinking wins

• Reality adjustment on wages

• Pipeline discussion became political

• Political factor will dictate where we are

• More “oxygen” to fuel other aspects of our economy

• Nervous business climate, though some business is thriving

• Downsizing

• More people leaving than staying

• Focus on costs

• New perspective

• More innovation

• Buyer appetite to stimulate change

• Aging Population x2 – built environment needs to change — social,
technology, intergenerational values, focus on work

• Landscape – corporate sponsorship is gone

• Agriculture – stable usually, climate change? New growth? New
industries for Alberta
• World energy industry
• What do we need to do to make Alberta more attractive? Different
tourism due to climate change. Challenge in diversification. What will
happen to downtown office space?

• Frustration is segmented provincially

• Current reality – duplication and small groups doing similar things,
delivering the same products
• Trend – people returning to school
• “Budget drives everything”
• Trend: young people more interested in neighbourhood vs. house
quality
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• The next wave is not solely oil and gas. Support agriculture, tech
industry.
• Flourishing cultural landscape that needs support/reinforcement
• Social (addiction, poverty) needs innovation and support
• People against a lot of change
• Technology changes – work from home, less need for commercial
workspace, yet more is currently under construction, likely to drive
down leasing costs been further
• Umbrella effect of oil and gas decline – more severe than people
expect

• Positive – entrepreneurs, new enterprise and business
• Organizations adapting and connecting to changing political climate
• Continued low interest rate
• Increased interest in issues such as climate change
• Shift in political landscape.
• Shift in political thinking
• Immigration from other provinces, younger population, urbanization/
linked
• Demographic shift

• Ripple effects

• Median age is advantage

• Earl’s decision about beef – challenged past practices

• How to keep communities vibrate as people leave?

• Creatives and engineers

• Water — headwaters, protection (floods, agriculture, drinking)

• Rachel Notley plays “Peter Lougheed Role”

• Sustainability

• Price of oil

• Move from personally culpable and more to legislative change

• Energy efficiency — PACE

• “Ask me” women on council

• Fund good systemic work

• Polarization – urban vs. rural

• Change abler stance around Canada

• Urban Alberta is beyond Calgary and Edmonton

• Alberta is not alone in energy transition

• Opportunity: keep Alberta made commodities with in Alberta and
Canada

• Move towards “energy’ vs. just oil and gas
• Paradigm shift in how we view Alberta and how others view Alberta

• Increasing environmental awareness in business

• Shift in the downtown core – the change in the idea of “workspace”
(working remotely)

Below are the responses from the Edmonton World Café – October 5th. All responses have been recorded verbatim.
• YEG and YYC collaboration on joint Olympic bid

• Challenges in real estate industry

• Silos are the kiss of death

• Where does planning fit in urban development?

• Disruptive partnerships

• Liveable communities

• Decreased oil prices

• Transportation corridors in the middle of the province

• Decreased net migration

• Opportunities – regional planning, unified growth policy, shared
infrastructure, vacant office spaces

• Increasing provincial deficits
• New provincial government
• Increasing vacancy rates
• More career transitions due to career moves, adjustments, and the
economic situation
• Changes in regulation for mortgages – impacting transactions
• Provincial deficits, less buying power, higher unemployment
• Fewer high paying jobs, decreased demand for real estate
• Adjustment to the style/ideology of government
• Water supply and land use
• Conservation, community, quality of life
• Prediction that 2017 will be economic growth year
• Environment is the basis for everything
• Population migration
• Plan vs react
• Desired outcomes are economic development and environmental
protection
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• Challenges – demographic needs, financial implications, different
groups working together to clarify vision, internal growth
• Potential loss of small municipal governments
• Nonperforming real estate
• Boom-bust
• Ice district
• Buying real estate with a credit card
• An appraiser is a speed bump on the road to financing
• Technology
• Speed/scope for change
• Business success less important than societal
• A wait and see attitude in AB business?
• Decisions being made – but not in AB – outflow of intellectual and
infrastructure property
• elsewhere nationally and internationally
• Impact of external government decisions for other parts of country
have had a negative effect in Alberta

• Water supply and quality

• Infrastructure deficit

• Fragmented and volatile market

• Alternative energy

• Economic challenges and shock throughout the province

• Learning from other jurisdictions

• Comfort with change?

• Climate change

• Time of volatility

• Housing issues – buildings stronger communities

• Need for clear communication

• Opportunity for YYC and YEG to work together

• Past – certainty, uncertainty

• Address social, economic, and environmental sustainability in social
and affordable housing

• Future – opportunity (necessity is the mother)
• Highly visible partnerships
• Disruption of system norms
• Fin tech changes how the money moves around
• How do we make use of AB’s rebellious nature?
• How do we make it safe for Albertans to buy into the changes?
• Unlikely partnerships to tip assumptions
• Proving change is possible by doing
• Who is missing from the table?
• Companies need to be more socially responsible – look at rules and
communities success changing impact investing and accessibility/
liquidity – leverage geothermal
• More capacity building for social enterprise
• AB is different, feeling antagonistic
• West vs east, “us” vs “them”
• Opportunity in smaller municipalities
• Relationships
• Energy

• Collaboration needed for survival
• Investment in YEG and YYC corridor
• Culminating in bid for 2026 Olympic games, hosted in both cities
• Impact of 15 minimum wage, timing?
• Affordable housing
• Aging population growing
• Smart design energy efficiency
• Deadmonton no more
• Economic challenges – transition oil and gas AB to energy AB
• Warning consumers about the risk of real estate investment
• Transition and changing landscape
• Policies and government change
• Economic change
• Opportunity for innovation
• Carbon tax policy – increased activity in renewable energy sector
• Energy education

• Housing

• Quality of residential life needs much more emphasis, not just
number of houses

• Indigenous/aboriginal

• People holding back – scared and nervous about economy

• Change – perception, fear of unknown, uncertainty

• Nervous unnecessary, spending their budgets slower to make
decisions/big purchases

• Racism
• Sharing economy
• Socio-cultural demographic awareness
• Need to bring more partners, broader partnerships
• Trends – community economic development
• Affordable housing

• Tons of construction everywhere
• More opportunity for collaboration
• Make connections/relationships for when they sense things are
better
• People “cleaning house” – refining
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Question Two
A CONVERSATION ABOUT THE FUTURE
Where Do You Think Alberta Will Be Ten Years From Now?
Below are the responses from the Calgary World Café – September 14th. All responses have been recorded verbatim.
• Different priories
• Less emphasis on stand of living , more on quality of live
• Relying more on ingenuity rather than natural resources
• More ideas, less reliance on resources
• Increased agricultural productively in north
• More wild fires – loss of forest
• South of province will be water starved

• Fewer people choosing to drive — strong emphasis on walkable
cities
• Indigenous engagement will be more mainstream and respectful
• Technology growth
• Potential for being leading edge in alternative energy in ten years.
• Oil and gas – an incubator. Time frame not just ten years but
generations

• More ticks, invasive species — mountain pine beetle

• Less dependent on oil and gas. Focus on Technology, Agriculture
and processing, Manufacturing, Media, Tourism

• More tourism

• Moving beyond the energy sector

Below are the responses from the Edmonton World Café – October 5th. All responses have been recorded verbatim.
• Will AB embrace that it’s an energy province and not just a fossil
fuels province?
• More diversified economy
• More pipeline activity needed but will be difficult
• Renewable energy resources will have more projects
• Increased provincial deficits
• Change in regulations impacts economy
• New developments on climate change/energy efficiency retrofits
• In future, more diverse economy and infrastructure – currently a lot
of political and policy changes
• In ten years Alberta will be physically in the same place
• Major markets will grow more rapidly
• Smaller rural communities will have challenges maintaining
sustainability

• Changing work environments (rural)?
• Technology changes the entry point of the agent into the home
process? Later, not so much about the data, but the interpretation
and process
• Change opens up new opportunities and openness to new ideas –
business as usual can’t and won’t continue
• 7 years – 10 years – new government
• Tech advancements
• Technology shift
• Opportunities and consequences
• Climate change and energy diversification
• Major environmental changes and actions
• More diversified economy

• Larger centers will continue to expand

• Larger population

• Results of new policies still unknown

• Greater density

• Taking advantage of the renewables at our fingertips

• Revitalized downtown, center of action

• Will urban centers maintain their strength or will the focus switch
back to rural now that technology allows it?

• Lower carbon economy

• Shift to an energy province, not just oil and gas
• Europeanization
• Impact of Canadian environment will push innovation for some
trends like solar and electric vehicles
• Transformation of our economy and way of life needs to happen,
how do get Albertans to embrace and understand that?
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• More social enterprises
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• Greater automation
• Greater connection to rest of world
• Further diversification in economy
• Renaissance in arts and culture

Question Three
A CONVERSATION ABOUT THE ALBERTA REAL ESTATE FOUNDATION
What recommendations do you have for AREF to add value to our stakeholders? What are the most important issues and opportunities to which
AREF could direct its community investment funding?
Below are the responses from the Calgary World Café – September 14th which focus on AREF’s processes. All responses have been recorded verbatim.
Process:
• Take chances – be a leaders

• Encourage reduction on “progress = growth” paradigm

• Act as a guide – help with transition

• Encourage NFPs to collaborate, work on “big issues” and then close
their doors…work on casual issues – prevention

• Inspire more philanthropy
• Take on projects others can’t because of charitable rules
• Leverage AREF’s support
• Don’t be afraid to back an innovative new project
• Be willing to fail
• Continuing the trend toward being proactive rather than reactive
• Support for upstream solutions
• Forward thinking = proactive addressing issues and challenges
• Taking notes to try new solutions and learn from mistakes and share
knowledge
• Consider additional fundraising (Gala, Private)
• Focus on those with vision

• Fund to change social norms towards sustainability
• Support work to implement systemic change
• You cannot over communicate (social media)
• Engage with rural Albertans
• Take seriously how the internet is disrupting traditional industries
and the potential risks this has for real estate industry
• Convene more conversations like this one
• Maintain sustainable funding model
• Finding alternative sources to sustain resources in low economic
times
• Being a lead/leveraging funder for small groups

• Consider long-term multiyear funding streams

• Stop being a de facto repeat funder just because of established
relationships

• Boost environmental awareness in industry

• All government levels coming together to add value

• Keep being a pro-active, accessible granter!

• Continue with current buckets (areas of interest)

• Break down barriers and help all people. Work together to solve
problems in the province. No more us vs. them.

• Keep doing what AREF is doing

Below are the responses from the Edmonton World Café – October 5th which focus on AREF’s processes. All responses have been recorded verbatim.
• Recipients of AREF support should collaborate more

• Take time to educate

• AREF could sponsor/foster the conversations

• Start with people seeing it’s not “us” and “them”

• Be prudent with funding during a recession and period of reduced
income

• Bring required people to the table

• Let grantees know in which area you want to grant in
• Keep an open mind
• Relationships are the key to success when funding projects
• Find projects where other sources of funding are not available
• Report on success or failure of projects
• Clarification from AREF as a donor about expectations from
grantees applications and outputs
• Ensure priorities are not only applicable to the current climate, but
forward thinking
• Can AREF become a connector between stakeholders? (events,
database, potential grantors, in kind contributions)
• Share findings of research with leaders and government for potential
policy action

• AREF partner organization can collaborate more – ARDN and TNS/
EFL
• Looking at higher level strategies, identifying an issue, and
addressing it
• Trying to break down barriers between environmental and oil and
gas industries
• Collaborative approaches
• Fund the future
• Support partnerships
• Support networking among project recipients (this doesn’t happen
often)
• Funding investment seed banks to encourage initiative,
entrepreneurialism, incubators. Help creative capital
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Below are the responses from the Calgary World Café – September 14th which focus on suggestions of projects AREF should direct its community
investment funding. All responses have been recorded verbatim.
Projects:
• Enormous vacancies

• Community innovation, Fund innovative, outside the box projects

• Affordable housing for immigrants and elderly

• Projects which encourage change and adaptation

• New housing options

• Innovative research projects

• Chat with ANPHA – impact investing via public housing

• Technology and support of new developments

• Secondary suite debate (but very political)

• Disconnect between serving urban populations and agriculture and
oil&gas

• Synthetic biology and its impact on health care and aging population
• Affordable accessible housing
• Aging in place – seniors
• Place making - liveable, desirable, sustainable, vibrant
neighbourhoods and civic realm
• Focus on affordability housing
• Support and leverage work that looks at alternative housing models
• Support and leverage work that looks at what is required for a
liveable community
• Accessibility issues in housing including walkability
• Secondary suites
• Use vacant office buildings for other purposes
• Fund sustainable communities

• How to put engineers/drilling back to work?
• Get non-profits to be more focused and work together to solve
problems and reduce duplications
• Projects which bring out aboriginal citizens into the discussion
• Projects which have a long runway from a time perspective
• Being a leader in tech and development
• Purchase of rural is as important as purchase of urban land
• Invest in businesses that are innovative in terms of sustainability and
profit driven to drive further innovation
• Prioritize grantees that are working collaboratively

• Headwaters protection

• Support initiatives or organisations that are adapting to a new normal
economic environment, new approaches to meeting community
needs

• Water management (in particular in Southern Alberta)

• Sustainability initiatives

• Land Use - Loving landscapes to death

• It is critical to enable NGO engagement in policy advocacy (by
supporting this process financially)

• Water shortages

• What’s underground?
• Green energy initiatives
• Projects re: innovation in energy for your house
• Support energy policy

• Growing existing research
• Encourage assist with housing affordability
• Better if information availability and accessibility

• Don’t shy away from the energy transition conversation

• AREF focus – support quality of life initiatives – we need to compete
to attract and retain creative people

• Energy in other forms – solar, wind, geothermal

• Support scalable initiatives

• Opportunities – leadership on climate change

• Fund small start-up programs or projects

• Apply a climate change lens to land use in Alberta

• Change perception in Alberta nationally

• Extreme weather/climate

• AREF should leverage its investments

• Continue to support and improve the real estate industry

• AREF should keep doing what it’s doing

• Training and education for realtors and related professions

• AREF is an innovative guide during this transition

• Stick to real estate issues, too small to do other things that will make
impact

• Focus on sustainability fund small scale versions of big ideas – that
other can pursue

• Education of public is important

• AREF to support affordable sustainable housing

• Things that engage the community at large how change will impact
them
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• AREF should be studying and funding access and transportation
options
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Below are the responses from the Edmonton World Café – October 5th which focus on suggestions of projects AREF should direct its community
investment funding. All responses have been recorded verbatim.
• Preparing people down the road for where things are going

• Investing in green technology

• Education enlightenment

• New sources of energy syncage

• Identify housing solutions

• Support and rethinking affordable housing market and social

• AREF help with creativity awareness of energy routing system for
housing industry

• Rural vs urban understanding based on experience and education

• Environmental education/awareness
• Rural and urban collaboration through transition times
• Engage rural communities in energy transition
• Ground rules for new AB energy economy

• Support education that will aid the transition
• Supporting policy and advocacy of neighborhood balanced
development, not just houses
• Promote quality of life in neighborhoods, leading to healthier
communities
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ALBERTA REAL ESTATE FOUNDATION
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